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INTRODUCTION
Annual estimates of State populations based on administrative data have been generated by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census for over 50 years. Meanwhile, current estimates of housing units and households have typically been
based on the results of annual surveys, such as the
Current Population Survey (CPS), the American Housing
Survey, and the Housing Vacancy Survey. In the past,
population estimates have been employed as controls for
each of these surveys. The Population Estimates Branch
began producing housing estimates from administrativedata series in 1989. Housing estimates consistent with
this series are being employed as controls for the American Housing Survey during the 1990's.
Following is a methodological description of current
housing unit, household, and population estimates that
employ separate estimation methodologies. This operation
represents the first iteration in the development of an
integrated housing, household, and population estimation
methodology that combines administrative records and
survey results to create estimates for State and substate
geographical areas.

CURRENT METHODOLOGIES
State Population Estimates Methodology,
1990-93
Population estimates for States by age were developed
in a two-stage procedure. Estimates of the total population
were developed, followed by the production of estimates
by single year of age. Population estimates were developed through the aggregation of three estimates, each
created by a separate estimating procedure:
1. Estimates of the population under 65 years of age
living in group quarters
2. Estimates of the total population 65 years and older

3. Estimates of the household population under 65 years
of age
A full explanation of the methodology can be found in
Current Population Reports Series P25-1010.
Estimates of the population aged 65 and older are
created by adding the estimated change in the State's
populationenrolled under Medicare between April 1,1990,
and the estimate date to the 1990 census populationaged
65 and over.

Estimates of the group-quarters population under 65
years of age (by single year of age) are developed by
adding the estimated change in the State's population
living in group quarters between April 1, 1990, and the
estimate date (as measured by administrative data collected annually by the Population Estimates Branch) to the
1990 census population under 65 years of age living in
group quarters.
Estimates of the population under 65 years of age (by
single year of age) living in households are produced by
the following formula:

Where:
PI = Household population under 65 years of age on
the estimate date
Po = Household population under 65 years of age on
the census date
B = Births occurring between the census and the
estimate date
D = Deaths to the household population under 65
years of age occurring between the census and
the estimate date
M = Net domestic migration occurring during the
estimation period
I = Net foreign migration occurring during the estimation period

State Household Estimation Methodology,
1990-93
The household estimates for each State were developed by the model described below. First, the model
applies the change in national household formation rates
by age of householder (as measured through CPS data) to
the 1990 decennial census State specific household formation rates by age. This process produces estimates of
State household formation rates by age. Next, the updated
State household formation rates are applied to State
population estimates by age to develop estimates of
households by age of householder. The estimate of a
State's total households is the summation of that State's
households by age of householder.
The following equation provides an example of how the
July 1, 1993, estimates were developed:
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Where:
j = Age groups (15-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64,
65-74, 75+)
= Estimate of households: July 1, 1993
HH,
= US. householder rate from the March
HHR,
1993 CPS
= U.S. householder rate from the March
HHR,
1990 CPS
CHHR,
= 1990 census householder rate
= Total population estimate: July 1,1993
PA,
This methodology is significantly different from the
methodologyused during the 1980's. Inthe 1980'9, personsper-household data were used to develop estimates of
total households (for a more detailed explanation of the
methodology employed in the 1980's, see Current Population Reports, Series P25-1010).

State Housing Unit Estimation Methodology:
1980193
Annual housing unit estimates (1980-93) for each State
were developed by the component model described below.
The July 1,1993, estimates are used here as an example.

Where:
HUw = Estimated 1993 housing units
HU, = 1990 census housing units
= Estimated residential construction, April 1,
NC,
1990, to July 1, 1993
= Estimatednew residential mobile home placeNM,
ments, April 1, 1990, to July 1, 1993
HL, = Estimated residential housing loss, April 1,
1990, to July 1, 1993
Note: lntercensal estimates for the 1980's were developed by adjusting the pattern of estimated annual housing
unit change from 1980 to 1990 to be consistent with both
the 1980 and 1990 census counts of housing units.
Explanations of each component follow:

Estimated residential construction for the period
April 1, 1990, to July 1, 1993. Building permits were
compiled from internal data files (1989-93) developed by
Manufacturingand Construction Division. These files include
imputed permits where a jurisdiction did not report permit
issuance for the entire year. Housing growth calculated
from building permits employs a census region-specificlag
time (weighted average by number of units in structure)
between the issuance of permits and completion of construction. The lag times by census region (in number of
months) are:
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US. average
Northeast region
South region

8.33
10.46
7.1 1

Midwest region
West region

7.24
8.64

Two percent of all building permits never result in the
actual construction of a housing unit (as derived from U.S.
Bureau of the Census Current Construction Reports, Series
C20-9103 and Series C22-9107). Therefore, a factor of .98
is used to estimate completed new units.
Many jurisdictions provide only annual data to the
Building Permit Suwey. These reporting practices have an
impact on the ability of the estimation method to measure
seasonal fluctuations in the growth of housing stock. In the
future, attemptswill be made to remedy this shortcoming in
the current method. New residential construction was
calculated in the following manner for the July 1, 1993,
estimates:

Where:
NC,

= Estimate of new residential construction for

BP,

=

BP,

=

BP,

=

BP,,

=

NPCw =

the period: April 1,1990, to July 1,1993
Residential building permits issued in 1989
that would result in the completion of a
housing unit after April I,1990, and prior to
the date of the estimate
Residential building permits issued in 1990
that would result in the completion of a
housing unit after April 1, 1990, and prior to
the date of the estimate
Residential building permits issued in 1991
that would result in the completion of a
housing unit prior to the date of the estimate
Residential building permits issued in 1992
that would result in the completion of a
housing unit prior to the date of the estimate
Estimate of new residential construction in
nonpermit issuingareas for the period: April 1,
1990, to July 1, 1993

Note: NPC, was developed by an experimental procedure which creates estimates of residential construction
for substate areas where building permits are not issued.
These estimates were then aggregated to a single year
State total and multiplied by the number of years since the
census (in this case 3.25). This procedure, which assumed
a constant vacancy rate between 1990 and 1991, and was
developed in the following manner for nonpermit issuing
areas:
4A. If (EHHPgl / HUM) > PPHm
then: NPCN = [(EHHPol / PPHQo)- HUM] * 3.25
else: NPCg3= 0
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Where:
NPC,
EHHP,
HU,
PPH,
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= Estimate of new residential construction in

nonpermitissuingareas for the period, April 1,
1990, to July 1, 1993
= Estimate of household population, July 1,
1991, from the substate population estimates program
= 1990 census housing units
= 1990 census persons-per-household rate

Estimated new residential mobile home placements
for the period April 1,1990, to July 1,1993. Tabulations
of mobile homes shipped to States are consistent with
Series C-40 reports (US. Bureau of the Census, 1993).
Ninety-eight percent of all mobile homes shipped to States
are used for residential purposes. Internal studies have
shown that on average a 2-month lag time exists between
the time when a mobile home is shipped and subsequently
put in place for residential use (Schwanz, 1986). These
factors result in the development of the following formula.

to State totals. National estimates from the Components of
Inventory Change (CINCH) study show that for the period
1973-83 2.4 million housing units were lost due to demolitions or disasters and another 0.6 million housing units
became uninhabitable. Permitteddemolitions for this period
accounted for only 40 percent of the total housing unit
loss. Poverty statistics were employed as indicators for
localiiing the loss of nonpermitted units.
6A.

DLg3 = SPOVeo* [LOSS * (3.25
if DLQ& ='[(.75 * DPW)+ DPsl
(-5 * DPwI1
then D b = 0
)P,
else DL, = DL, - [( .75 * D
(-5 * DPaI1

+

+

Where:
DL,
LOSS
SPOV,

Where:
NMw = Estimated new residential mobile home placements since April 1, 1990
= Mobile homes shipped to States in 1990
MH,
MH, = Mobile homes shipped to States in 1991
= Mobile homes shipped to States in 1992
MH,
MHw = Mobile homes shipped to States in 1993
Estimatedresldentlalhousing loss for the periodApril 1,
1990, to July 1, 1993. Demolition permits were compiled
from internal data files (1990-93) developed by Manufacturing and ConstructionDivision. These files include imputed
permits where a permit issuing jurisdiction did not report
permit issuance for the entire year. No lag time is assumed
for demoliion permits.

Where:
H L , = Estimate of housing loss for the period: April 1,
1990, to July 1, 1993
DP,
= Residential demolition permits issued in 1990
DP,
= Residential demolition permits issued in 1991
DP,
= Residential demolition permits issued in 1992
DPw = Residential demolition permits issued in 1993
DL, = Estimated housing unit loss not measured by
demolition permitsfor the period, April 1,1990,
to July 1, 1993
Note: Db, was developed by an experimental procedure which creates estimates of residential housing loss
for substate areas. These estimates were then aggregated

DP,
DP,
DP,
DPw

/

1O)]
+ DPQ2

+ DP, + DP,

= Estimated housing unit loss not measured

by demolition permits for the period, April 1,
1990, to July 1, 1993
= Estimated 10-year loss in housing stock
from CINCH
= Subnational area's share of total U.S. households in poverty from the 1990 census
= Residentialdemoliion permitsissued in 1990
= Residential demolitionpermits issued in 1991
= Residential demolitionpermitsissued in 1992
= Residential demolitionpermitsissued in 1993

Methodology for lntercensal State Household
Estimates, 1980-90
The methodology used to develop annual State household estimates for July 1, 1981-89, that are consistent with
April 1,1980, and April 1,1990, census counts is adapted
from the methodology used to develop postcensal State
household estimates during the 1980's. That method is
based on national trends from the Current Population
Survey and estimated State trends in the average adult (18
years of age and older) population per household and on
estimates of the adult population for States. A full discussion of the methodology for postcensal State household
estimates used in the 1980's is presented in Series P251010, pp. 12-14 and is necessary background to the
following explanation.
In the 1980's, the U.S. Bureau of the Census produced
estimates of households based on population estimates
and CPS persons-per-household rate results. What differs
in the approach for the 1990's is the use of CPS agespecific householder rates and population estimates by
age to develop estimates of households. In the future,
housing unit estimates also will be used to control the
household estimates.
To develop intercensalState householdestimates, intercensal estimates of the population 18 years and over (see
Current Population Reports, Series P25-1106) were used
in conjunction with estimates of the groupquarters populationto produce intercensalestimatesof the adult-household
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population. lntercensal estimates of the adult population
per household were developed using census data for
States for 1980 and 1990 in conjunction with annual
national trends in the adult population per household from
the CPS. The intercensal estimates of the adult population
in households were then divided by the intercensal estimates of the adult population per household to obtain
preliminary intercensal estimates of households. These
preliminaryintercensal estimates of households then received
small pro rata adjustments to make the total for each year
equal to the national intercensal household estimate.
The national intercensal household estimates were
obtained by adjusting the pattern of annual household
change from 1980 to 1990 from the CPS, which was
consistent with the 1980 census, to be consistent with the
national census count of households in both the 1980 and
1990 censuses.

ACCURACY OF THE POSTCENSAL ESTIMATES
April 1, 1990, State estimates of population, housing
units, and households using current methodologies have
been compared to 1990 census tabulations based on
special modified age/ race editing procedures. What follows are the mean absolute percent errors of these
estimates for States, by type of estimate.
Table A. Evaluation of the State Population, Housing,
and Household Estimates for April 1,1990
Estimates type and
age group

United States
percent errol

State
mean absolute
percent error

Population

...................

Total
Ages 15-24.
Ages 25-34..
Ages 35-44..
Ages 45-54..
Ages 55-64..
Ages 65-74..
Ages 75+.

...............
..............
..............
..............
..............
..............
.................

Housing Units
Total

...................

Households

...................

Total
Ages 15-24.
Ages 25-34..
Ages 35-44.
Ages 45-54.. ..............
Ages 55-64..
Ages 65-74..
Ages75+

...............
..............
...............
..............
..............
..................

Even though the estimation models used were fairly
simplistic, the April 1, 1990, estimates of housing units and
households performed at a surprising degree of accuracy.
When measured against the U.S. April 1,1990, decennial
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census counts, the U.S. April 1, 1990, housing estimates
exhibited an error of 240,000 units, or +0.26 percent of the
total housing stock. The housing estimate's model appears
to provide a rather promising approach. We are continuing
to evaluate new data and methods in an effort to increase
the predictive capacity of this method.
The household estimation model works well for total
households. However, its dependence on the accuracy of
the State population estimates by age is a shortcoming. In
the future, a modeling process will be developed which
links the household estimates to the housing unit estimates. It is hoped that this approach will reduce the level
of error for household estimates by age of householder.

CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY ESTIMATES
OF HOUSING AND HOUSEHOLDS
For many years, the U.S. Bureau of the Census has
employed current population "estimates" by age to independently control (weight) the final statistics produced
from the Current Population Survey. These population
"estimatesJJare actually short-term monthly projections
based on current trends in our annual population estimates
series. The CPS is sponsored by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, who requires the survey to be controlled to
estimates of the civilian noninstitutionalized population for
the purpose of estimating labor force characteristics. These
estimates are based on residency rules that are not
consistent with current decennial census definitions. An
example of this inconsistency is that college students in
the CPS are not estimated as residents of the locality
where they live while at college, but rather, are estimated
in the geography of their parent's residence.
CPS statistics of households, housing units, and housing unit vacancy, for example, may vary from other independently produced estimates or census results. This
problem is particularly apparent in the early 1990's, where
the population controls used in the CPS are 1980 censusbased populationestimates. Furthermore, publicly released
time series data products from the CPS are typically not
recontrolled to the latest series of current population
estimates.
CPS statistics decline in reliability as geographical detail
increases and sample size decreases. Furthermore, the
CPS does not apply independent controls for housing
statistics. Therefore, CPS national-level rates of household
formation have been employed to model subnational estimates of households in concert with the most current
estimates of population. Data users will notice disjunctures
between CPS household estimates and those provided in
this report due to the cumulation of all these factors.

FUTURE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION PLANS
The relationship between population and housing is
fundamental to the development of accurate statistics of
population, housing units, and households. Housing unit
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attributes reflect characteristics of the population resident
in them. The type of structure, year built, size, number of
bedrooms, monetary value, and location attract very specific populations which can be measured and modeled by
the structural characteristics of their residence. In relation
to total population, housing units provide another unique
ability: the capacity to provide possible locations for current or future populations. Once relationships have been
developed between the characteristics of housing and the
characteristics of population estimates, models can work
in concert with survey data to provide a more dynamic
modeling process (Batutis and Prevost, 1991).
Central to the present research is the attempt to integrate several independentsources of populationand housing information to best utilize the most current statistics
available. The integration of multiple data sources and
independent models based upon the population and housing relationship serves to inhibit the existence of spurious
results.
The modeling and estimation of population, housing,
and householdsis becoming increasingly importantto data
users. The size and cost of a census operation does not
lend itself easily to the production of statistics that meet
consumer demands of continuously developed current
information. Only through the linkage of estimates and
surveys do we have the abilii to create timely information
on an annual basis. Estimates, in particular, will groy in
importance. Statistical models can be developed to generate a wide variety of data for discrete geography that
national surveys cannot do by themselves. Therefore, we
have developed the following plan for fiscal years (FY)
1994 through 1997:
FY 1995 Enhance the methodology to create annual
estimates of housing units by units in structure
(single unit, multiunit, mobile homes and other),
for the United States, regions, divisions, States,
metropolitan areas, and counties.

FY 1996 Enhance the methodology to create annual
estimates of households by age of householder
for the United States, regions, divisions, States,
metropolitanareas, and counties. Fully integrate
the housing unit and household estimates processes with our population estimation system.
FY 1997 Research the abilii to create a wide variety of
subnational and substate population, household,
and housing unit characteristics. This process
would employ the linkage of national surveys to
decennial census information, and estimates of
population and housing developed from administrative data series. This operation would be a
test of our ability to create and maintain continuous measures of population, household, and
housing unit characteristics.
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The next decade will be an exciting time for demographers involved in the production of population, housing
unit, and household estimates. It is hoped that research
such as this will advance more theoretically-based defensible estimates that better meet consumer demand, maximize current resources, and eliminate competing data
products.

DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS
Housing Unlts. A housing unit is a house, an apartment, a
mobile home, a group of rooms, or a single room that is
occupied (or if vacant is intended for occupancy) as
separate living quarters. Separate living quarters are those
in which the occupants live and eat separately from any
other persons in the building and which have direct access
from the outside of the building or through a common hall.
The occupants may be a single family, one person living
alone, two or more families, or any other group of related
or unrelated persons who share living arrangements. For
vacant units, the criteria of separatenessand direct access
are applied to the intended occupants wherever possible.
Both occupied and vacant housing units are included in
the housing unit inventory, except that recreationalvehicles,
boats, vans, tents, railroad cars, and the like are included
only if they are occupied as someone's usual place of
residence. Vacant mobile homes are included provided
they are intended for occupancy on the site where they
stand. Vacant mobile homes on dealers' sales lots, at the
factory, or in storage yards are excluded from the housing
unit inventory.
Group Quarters. Living quarters of the following types are
classified as group quarters and are excluded from the
housing unit inventory: Dormitories, bunkhouses, and barracks; quarters in predominantly transient hotels, motels,
and the like, except those occupied by persons who
consider the hotel their usual place of residence; quarters
in institutions, general hospitals, and military installations
except those occupied by staff members or resident
employees who have separate living arrangements. Furthermore, if living quarters contain 9 or more persons
unrelated to the householderor person in charge (a total of
10 unrelated persons), they are classified as group quarters. If the living quarters contain eight or fewer persons
unrelated to the householder or person in charge, they are
classified as housing units.
Occupied Houdng Units. A housing unit is classified as
occupied if it is the usual place of residence of the person
or group of persons living in it. By definition, the number of
occupied housing units is equivalent to the number of
households or householders.
Tenure. All occupied housing units are classified as either
owner occupied or renter occupied.
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Owner Occupied. A housing unit is owner occupied if the
owner or co-owner lives in the unit even if it is mortgaged
or not fully paid for. The owner or co-owner must live in the
unit.
Renter Occupied. All occupied housing units which are
not owner occupied, whether they are rented for cash rent
or occupied without payment of cash rent, are classified as
renter occupied.
Vacant Houslng Units. A housing unit is classified as
vacant if no one is living in it, unless its occupants are only
temporarily absent. New units not yet occupied are classified as vacant housing units if construction has reached a
point where all exterior windows and doors are installed
and final usable floors are in place. Vacant units are
excluded if they are open to the elements; that is, the roof,
walls, windows, and/or doors no longer protect the interior
from the elements, or if there is positive evidence that the
unit is condemned or is to be demolished. Also excluded
are quarters being used entirely for nonresidential purposes, such as a store or an office, or quarters used for the
storage of business supplies or inventory, machinery, or
agricultural products.
Household. A household includes all the persons who
occupy a housing unit. The occupants may be a single
family, one person living alone, two or more families, or any
other group of related or unrelated persons who share
living arrangements, except where there are nine or more
persons unrelated to the householder (see Group Quarters).
Persons per Household. A measure obtained by dividing
the number of persons in households by the number of
households.
Householder. The householder refers to the person (or
one of the persons) in whose name the housing unit is
owned or rented or, if there is no such person, any adult
member, excluding roomers, boarders, or paid employees.
If the house is jointly owned by a married couple, either the
husband or wife may be listed first, thereby becoming the
reference person, or householder, to whom the relationship of the other household members is recorded. One
person in each household is designated as the householder.
Mobile Homes. Mobile home statistics used in the housing unit estimation process are produced by the National
Conference of States on Building Codes and Standards. In
this series, a mobile home is defined as a moveable
dwelling, 8 feet or more wide and 40 feet or more long,
designed to be towed on its own chassis, with transportation gear integral to the unit when it leaves the factory, and
without need of a permanent foundation. These mobile
homes include multiwides, which are counted as single
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units. Excluded are travel trailers, motor homes, and
modular housing. The shipment figures are based on
reports submitted by manufacturers on the number of
mobile homes actually shipped during the survey month.
Shipments to dealers may not be placed for residential
uses in the same month as they are shipped. The number
of mobile homes used for residential purposes has been
estimated at 98 percent.

Bulldlng and Demolitlon Permlta Statistics on building
and demolition permits for privately owned housing units
are based upon reports submitted to the U.S. Bureau of the
Census by 17,000 local building permit officials in response
to mail surveys. When a report is not received, missing
data are either (1) obtained from the Survey of Use of
Permits (SUP) which is used to collect information on
housing starts, or (2) imputed. Data from the SUP are
available only for about 850 places for which the Census
Bureau interviewers list and sample the permits that authorized construction of new residential structures. For places
not in the SUP, imputations are used. lmputations for
building permits are based on the assumption that the ratio
of current month authorizations to those of a year ago
should be the same for reporting and nonreporting places.
Imputations for annual demolition permits occur only if a
permit issuing jurisdiction does not report. Demolition
permits are then imputed from the prior-year's total.
Change to the residential housing stock as measured by
building and demolition permit records is limited since
these records do not reflect construction or demolition
activity outside of areas subject to local permit requirements. For the nation as a whole, approximately 5 percent
of all privately owned housing units are constructed in
areas not requiring building permits. However, this proportion varies greatly from State to State. Therefore, coverage
adjustment factors have been developed to compensate
for the lack of complete geographic coverage.

1990 CENSUS MODIFICATIONS AND
CORRECTIONS
The 1990 census data used to develop these estimates
were created by special age and race edits, commonly
referred to as MARS (modified age, race, sex tabulations).
These edit procedures not only affectedthe characteristics
of the population, but also had a minor impact on the
counts of housing units, households, and population living
in group quarters (see Census Population and Housing
Listings No. 74).
Corrections to the 1990 census counts for census
errata were not used to calculate the postcensal population, housing unit, and household estimates in this report.
Corrections for census errata will be employed to calculate
postcensal estimates in subsequent reports. Adjustments
for census coverage errors in population and housing units
were not employed in the development of these estimates.
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ROUNDING OF ESTIMATES
The household, household population, and housing unit
estimates in the tables have been rounded to the nearest
thousand without being adjusted to group totals, which are
independently rounded.
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Table 1. EstSmates of Households for States: July 1, 1991, to July 1, 1993
On thousands1
Change lsao to 1993

Geographic area
July 1,1992

July 1 , l W

UNITED STATES

MIDWEST
Ptasons In housaholds-----------------------,
Persons per housahold
TOW housaholds
Total households with:
Horrseholder aged 1624
Householder aged 26-34 ----,-----------,,Householder aged 3644 ,------------,----Householder aged 46-64 -----------,,,----Household~aged 66-64 -----,--,---,----Householder aged 66+ ------------------,---------,----------,-

------------------,-,---------

....................

WEST

I

Hocrsaholder aged 1624 ---,,---,----------Housaholder aged 26-34 ----,---,--------,-Householder aged 3644 ----,----------,---,
Householder aged 4664---,,-----------,,Householder aged 66-64 ---,----------,,---Householder aged a + ----,-----------,----

ALABAMA

I

ALASKA

I

Householder a@ed 66-64 --------------,----Householder aged 66+ -----,-,-------------
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Table 1. Estimates of Households for States: July 1, 1991, to July 1, 1993-Con.
[In thousends]
Change 1990 to 1993

Estimates

Geographic area
July 1. 1991

ARKANSAS

,.-----,------,-.------.
---,-------------------.

Persons h households
Persons per household
Total households ---,-,
Total households with:

---------,-,,---------.

Householder aged 65t ---,----,
. ----,-,,,,

COLORADO

----,,,,.,,.------------

Persons h households
Persons per household------,,-,-------------Total households --,,,,-,__-_-__-__,---*-----Total households wiU1:

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Persons h households -,----,,-,,,--,-,-------

-

Persons per household,-Total households ,,,-------,,,,,----------Total households w h
---,-,,,rSOrsorSOrSOrSOrSOrSOrsorSOrSOrSOrSOrSO

FLORIDA

Persons in households-.,,
Persons per household

-------------,-----........................

See footnotes at end of table.

July 1. 19%

July 1, 199:

Numeric changi

Percent change

CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS
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Estimates of Households for States: July 1, 1991, to July 1, 1993-Con.

July I.1882

HAWAII
Persons in hoPlsahakls,-------------,-,,,
Persona psr hollsehold,-,-------------,,--------

Housshclder G e d 6584 ---------------I ---HourrahoMer aged 85+ ---------------,-----

ILLINOIS

Persons in hwsaholds-,-----------------_-----

Householder a@d 85+

-,---,-------,,,--,,-

Persons in housshoIds-,-----------,,--,-----Parson8 per hoysahoId-,------,--------------Total houaaholds
TotalhoYsehoIds~

.............................

Householder aaed 1624 ....................

Sea fooblotrrs at end ot table.
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Table 1. Estimates of Households for States: July 1, 1991, to July 1, 1993-Con.

Numeric chmgc
MAINE
Pamom h househclds
Persons per household
Total hDusehDIds
Totalhousaholdaurith:

-------------------dsdsdsdsds

------------holholholholholholholholholholholhol

-------------------IdsIds-IdsIdsIdsIdsIdsIds.

Housaholder aged 15-24 ------------------_.
Householder agsd 25-34
Householder aged 36-44 -------------------.
Householder aged 46-54 -------------------.
Holrseholder aged 5584 -------------------.
HolmehoMer aged a+

....................

-------------------_.

680:
2
6
(

2 24
la!
48:

4Pt

34:
301
Eli

MISSOURI

MONTANA

8ss foobm@aat end of W e .

Percent chatme

-
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Table 1. Estimates of Households for States: July 1, 1991, to July 1, 1993-Con.

July 1,1881

NEVADA
Pemons in household8

----,-----------.---------------.-----,-----,--------

P m n s per household----,-----------,-------Total households
Total households witk
Houdmldw aged 1624 ------------,------Householder aged 26-34 ------------,-------

Householder aged 36-44 ------------,----,-Housshclder aged 46-64 ,-------,---,----,-Householder aged 66-64
Householder aged 66+ -,-----,-----,---,---

.-----------,---,---

NEW YORK

........................
........................

Pemons in horrsshDld8
Penrorm per houaahold
Total harsaholB --------,-------------------Total households with:

Householder aged 1624
Householder agsd 26-34 -----------,------Householder aged 35-44
Householder aged 46-64
Householder aged 6584
Householder aged @+ ,-----,-------,------

....................
-------------------a

----,------------a-

NORTH CAROLINA
Persons in households---,----------------,----

Pereons per household-------------------,---Total households
Total households with:

--------.----,---------------

Householder aged 1624
Householder aaed 26-34

....................
....................

NORTHDAKOTA

Sea foolmtw al end of table.

July 1,1882

July 1,1883

Percent change
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Table 1. Estimates of Households for States: July

CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS

1, 1991,to July 1, 1993-Con.
Julv 1.198

OKLAHOMA
3 071

1

2.5

ac

71
24
26(
lgr

la

21)r

2w
2.&
1 IPS

M O D E ISLAND

SOUTH CAROLINA

SOUTH DAKOTA

TENNESSEE

Julv 1.

la

Numeric chang
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Table 1. Estimates of Households for States: July 1, 1991, to July 1, 1993-Con.
Change 1990 to 1 0 3

Jury 1.1991

UTAH

Persma, per household-----------,------------Total howehob
Totalhouseholdswh
Householder aged 1 6 2 4 -------------,-----HousahDIder aged 26-34 -------,-----,-----HolEsaholder aged 35-44 -------,-----,-----Housaholderaged 46-64-------,-----,-----Housshclder aged 65.64 -------,-----------HousshoIderaged 85+ -------,------------

--------------------------

WEST VIRGINIA
ParsMIS In hwsalrods

........................
----------....................
....................

Perso118 In households
Persona per household
-,----------TomJ l.muwmlds---,----------------------Totalhousaholdswith:
Housshodar aged 16-24
Houssholder aged 26-34 ---,-,------------Householdel aged 35-44
Housaholder aged 46-54 ----,-,------------Hcmdtddw aged 65.64 ------,------------Householder aged 85+

.....................

Percent m

e

CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS
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Table 2. Estimates of Housing Units for States: July 1, 1991, to July 1, 1993

Juiy I , 1882

Juiy I , 1993

Numeric chmge

104 886

106 676

3 311

....................................
.....................................
--------------------west ........................................
NorthMidwest
Swth ------------------

...........................

--

Colorado
------Conliacncut
Delaware ------------------DEstrict of Columbia
Florida ......................................
-------------------cut

cut cut cut cut

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

-------------------iaiaiaiaiaiaiaia

Iowa ........................................

......................................
....................................
....................................
Matne .......................................
Karnras

Mlsscurl .....................................
Montana.....................................
Nebraska

....................................

Nevada......................................
New Hampshtre ..............................

South Camm
South Dakota
Tennssaee...................................
Texas
Utah ........................................

1 479
................................
288
2 074
-----------------.---------------------7 136

614

276
2586
2 133
786
2 Ill

204

Source: US. Bureau of the Census, PcpulaUon Estbnates Branch.
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Table 3. lntercensal Estimates of Total Households for States: April 1, 1980, to April 1, 1990
Gmgaphlc area

July 1,1981

July 1,1884

July 1, 1087 July 1,1888

82 la0

86202

90 234

-----------------....................

Northagst
Midwest

SouM ......................

west----------------------,

Florida

.....................

.......................
------------------Maim ......................

Iowa

Kansas-,------------------Kenlucky -------,----------Louisiana

....................
-----------------------------------Nevada ....................
New l-hpshh------------MEsscrni

Montana
NabmSkL

Source: US. eureaU ol the Census. Population Eathmtea Branch.
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Table 4. lntercensal Estimates of Total Housing Unlts for States: Aprll 1, 1980, to

April 1, 1990
Esnmate

Nmthaast

July 1,1881

July 1,1082

July 1,1883

July I,1885

July 1,1888

88 OW

80 981

01 861

a5 128

98 792

------------------

Midw6al--------------------

south

west,--------------

se
W
- ,- ,- , -__
-__
-__
,_t- s
-e
W
- - -, - ,-_-_-_-__
-_
- _- -, -t s-e
W-, ,-__
- ___-__- - -- -- - -- -,- t- s-e
W
- - - - , t se
W

=
-I:----------------------------------Idaho ......................
lmno!a......................
IndEana----------,----------

New Jersey----------,-----Ntm M e x b

------------.---------------Norm Dakota --------------New Y a k -----------------North Caroana
Ohlo
Oklahoma
cpon

-------------------------------~ h o d --------------e ~
south Carolina -------------Sarth Dakota--------------Termassas
Ternas......................

----I-----------------

-----em-------------

--em------------
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